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GolfTime Journal 
Hot Product Award
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NEU: Best Track Visible Touch Edition 2

If a putting mat  
comes into consideration – 
then only this one!

Handling is both simple and ingenious: 

Only brush with the enclosed eraser rod the mat in one direc-
tion. This eliminates all putting tracks in one direction. Now 
you can play the ball against the direction and you will have a 
detailed recording of your putt line.

Now you can see wether your putter has played the ball left 
or right in the moment of impact. The Best Track Putting Mat 
Edition 2 already makes minimal deviations visible.

To play in the other direction simply brush in the correspond-
ing opposite direction and put the putting cup in the new 
place.

The Best Track Putting Mat Edition 2 was developed by 
leading specialists and has been awarded several times.



8 feet / 2,43 m

10.5 feet / 3,20 m

12.5 feet / 3,81 m

10.2 feet / 3,11 m
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4 different Speeds

Due to the special fibers at the surface of the mat and the 
included special mat wiper (eraser rod) you can train up to four 
different speeds as 12.5/10.5/10.2/8.0 feet. In addition to the 
extremely high quality of the putting carpet and the fantastic 
length the special highlight of this golf mat is the visibility of 
your played putts.

Brush direction Fiber direction Game direction

More than 25,000 satisfied 
German users practice  
even now on the original 
Best Track Putting Mat.



You don‘t need electricity. The mat can be used in only  
30 seconds and is immediately layed out perfectly. The 
stowing of the mat is even very simple.
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The new Best Track Putting Mat Edition 2 
has special features that did not exist  

previously in the market.



You can increase the difficulty 
of the mat with a simulated 
barrier (e. g. take the eraser rod 
or the 3 foam wedges) and 
simply put these parts under 
the mat and you will have 
different barriers on the way  
to the hole.

On our website you will find 
videos with many interesting 
possibilities for your putt train-
ing. Let yourself be inspired!
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11500  
Best Track Putting Mat Edition 2

100% polyester, Size: 300 cm x 50 cm,  
Including ballstopper, realistic silicone  
putting-cup, underlay wedges and  
eraser rod.

119.95 Euro 

■ Extra-long putting carpet: 
3.00 m x 50 cm.

■ A real putting carpet, no 
artificial grass.

■ Center line for better 
orientation.

■ 5 markings (each 50 cm) 
in order to determine a 
precisely distance.

■ A freely positionable 
putting hole to increase the 
level of difficulty.

■ A stopping device with 
velcro fastening for too long 
putts.

■ Allows to train four 
different speeds.

■ An eraser rod for 
smoothing and cleaning  
the visible lines of the  
ball on the mat.

■ On the »Slow« (normal 
green speeds) side, the 
distance lines are recorded 
1:2 to control the pendulum 
motion during your 
backswing and swing.

■ On the »Fast« (tournament 
green speeds) side, the 
distance lines are recorded 
1:1.5 to control the pendulum 
motion during your 
backswing and swing.

Break training

Professional training
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Best Track Putting Mat  
Plus Size

including ballstoppper,  
realistic silicone putting cup  
and eraser rod.

11570  L 75 cm x 320 cm  
179.95 Euro 

11571  XL 60 cm x 600 cm  
259.00 Euro 

11572  XXL 90 cm x 600 cm  
339.00 Euro 

New!

L, XL, XXL

Putting3

With Best Track Putting Mats 
in plus size you can train 
absolutely realistic speeds, 
long-drawn breaks, small 
waves, different distances and 
four different green speeds. 
Summer and winter, at home 
or in the office. With this 
premium mat putting is never 
boring. 
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Putting Cup

Best Putting Cup. For the first time, you can putt perfectly 
realistic at home, in the office or even in the garden. The Best 
Hole Cup simulates the resistance of the hole edge very similar 
to a real hole on the green. The ball lips out sidewise or runs 
over the hole when the ball is putted too quickly.

Product Features: The Best Putting Cup made from silicone 
very realisticly simulates the resistance of a normal hole edge.  
It can be placed on any putting mat as well as on all Best Track 
Putting Mats to simulate a wide variety of training situations 
anywhere (such as on felt, tile, carpet, grass, wood floors).  
A top trainings tool to improve putting.

11555  
Best Putting Cup

Silicone putting cup  
without ball;  
Size: outer Ø 17 cm, 
inner Ø 10 cm.

9.95 Euro 



0°-20°
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Best Track Infinity
Developed in cooperation with leading 
experts and tour professionals. 

The Infinity Golf Trainings Mat is ideal for a professional 
putt-training, that’s really fun. Even a short daily exercise on 
this Putting Mat will improve your putts significantly. Whether 
you want to work professionally with the putting mat on your 
putting or playing a small putting tournament - this golf mat 
will inspire and enjoy you.
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11560  
Best Track Infinity

Golf training mat 50 cm x 270 cm,  
including swivel frame, putting hole insert 
and mat wiper.

249.95 Euro 

This high-quality golf 
training mat indicates 
special features that are  
unique on the market: 

■ Extra long putting mat 
(50 cm x 270 cm),  
no synthetic turf.

■ Specially designed base, 
can be tilted up to 20° left 
or right, reproducible by the 
built-in spirit-level.

The handling is as simple  
as genious:

■ No power connection 
needed.

■ Brush the carpet with the 
mat wiper in one direction, 
putt in the opposite direction 
for a detailed recording of 
your putts.

■ It can be seen immediately 
if you hit the ball in the Sweet-
spot the putter twisted or hit 
the ball but unaccompanied.

■ Two putting holes (for 
uphill or downhill simulation) 
and various training scenarios, 
with the supplied hole inserts 
you can increase the difficulty.

■ Non-slip coating on the 
bottom of the mat provides a 
safe lie without slipping and 
also rolling in and out without 
buckling. 

■ Ball will return automati-
cally sideways.

■ Printed marks at intervals 
of 60 cm and a center line 
for control of position and 
distance.

■ Two speeds (fast and slow) 
for a realistic playing experi-
ence.

■ The exact course of the 
putts is visible due to the 
high-tech carpet fiber, can be 
neutralized in no time with 
the included mat wiper.



The trendsetting and innovative »3 in 1« training aid 
helps you to reduce your golf score in the shortest  
possible time.
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With the Best Track Putting Plate you can increase the precision 
of your putts as simple as effective, because it helps you to 
align exactly in the target direction.

The putter line shows the exact square position of your putter 
and allows you to align parallel to the finish line. Through the 
integrated putt mirror with the eye-watch, you have immedi-
ately a precise control, that your left eye (or right) is right above 
the ball.

The 13 cm wide guide rail, wide enough for all  conventional 
putters, guarantees to commute parallel to the finish line. 
Distance markers help to find the right putt timing in your 
pendulum movement.

In the Best Track Putting Plate you can train your back swing 
distance in 5-cm-steps (10/15/20/25). The same also applies to 
the back swing distance (10/15/20/25/30).

Best Track Putting Plate



NEW!
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11580  
Best Track Putting Plate

3-in-1 indoor golf training device, 
Length: 52 cm x Width: 21 cm 
Weight: 1.2 Kg

59.95 Euro

Combine Best Track Putting 
Plate and putting mat and 
you can train entirely realistic 
by the many different speeds 
and breaks. No matter where, 
at home or in the office. You 
can use the Best Track Putting 
Plate also on the putting 
green. It is a great support for 
each playing/teaching pro as 
well as for all amateur golfers, 
to reduce the number of 
putts to a minimum.

The perfect addition to  
the Best Track-Putting Mat for an  

effective and professional indoor training. 

Facts

■  Strengthen of your pre-putt 
routine You go more consciously and 
more safely to the green.

■  Integrated alignment aid: Putt-
mirror with eye-watch.

■  Perfect square-position of your 
putter by the finish line.

■  Parallel swing guaranteed. 

■  High-quality, stable processing.
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Bandit Gimme Slim Jim Stumpy

Length 271 mm 284 mm 275 mm 265 mm

Ø top 28 mm 31 mm 24 mm 39 mm

Ø bottom 31 mm 25 mm 20 mm 41 mm

Weight 59 g 59 g 53 g 79 g

Cork Tree Putter Grip: ■ Waterproof ■ Antibacterial 
■ Biodegradable and environmentally friendly  
■ Low conductivity of vibration  
■ Extremely elastic ■ Resistant to dust and dirt   
■ Available in colour: Black, Red, Blue, Pink

New!



Convince 
yourself of this 
unique putter 
grip!
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A good feeling when putting not only depends solely on the 
feedback of the clubface at the moment of impact. The handle 
of your putter has an enormous effect on the desired pendulum 
movement on impact, as this ensures the correct tension of the 
upper part of the body. You can carry out your putt, even when 
your hands are sweaty. The pleasant cork material dries quickly, 
retains its shape and gives you grip safety. The excellent haptic 
prevents discomfort in your hands and arms, gives you the con-
fidence for a safe putt.

This innovative new putter grip is made of a unique light-
weight cork material and promotes stable putts. The Cork 
Tree Putter Grip has a Tour Taper grip shape. Many Tour 
Players like Erni Els, Andy Sullivan and China’s #1 Little Liang 
Chong rely already on the originial Cork Tree putter grips.

Cork Tree Putter Grip

Cork Tree Putter Grip

39.95 Euro 

1101BA Bandit Black 
1101GI Gimme Black 
1101SJ Slim Jim Black 
1101ST Stumpy Black

1106BA Bandit Red 
1106GI Gimme Red 
1106SJ Slim Jim Red

1114BA Bandit Blue 
1114GI Gimme Blue 
1114SJ Slim Jim Blue

1125BA Bandit Pink 
1125GI Gimme Pink 
1125SJ Slim Jim Pink

The Cork Putter Grip carries the embroidered 
Cork Tree signature branding and has hand 
stitched seams. It is easy to clean. Use a clean 
soft damp cotton cloth.

Cork Tree Putter Grip: ■ Waterproof ■ Antibacterial 
■ Biodegradable and environmentally friendly  
■ Low conductivity of vibration  
■ Extremely elastic ■ Resistant to dust and dirt   
■ Available in colour: Black, Red, Blue, Pink



Acoustic feedback

An innovatively manufac-
tured product that allows 

you to acquire correct 
swing poses by accurately 

instructing impact and 
finishing using length and 

sound in swing.
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Best Track Swing Release Trainer

The Best Track Swing Release 
Trainer is designed to identify 
the beginning of swing, impact 
and follow swing through 
length and sound. This helps 
you practice a perfect swing 
trajectory by making a sound 
(click) from the end of the head 
in accurate impact and by 
making another sound (clack) as 
the head returns when making 
a correct finishing. You may 
correct your swing postures 
in a short period of time by 
repeating your swing practice.

Best Track Swing Release Trainer

Material: Stainless steel, rubber, EVA 
Length: basic 50.5cm,  
when lengthened 70cm 
Weight: 580g

69.95 Euro 

11800 Right-hander 
11801 Left-hander

2 31



70 cm

50.5 
cm
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■ The shaft gets longer by 
about 1.5 times in swing, 
improving the swing effect. 

■ You may acquire the swing 
tempo by repeating the swing 
training (forming a flexible 
finish posture.)

■ This is equipped with a grip 
corrector to make a correct 
grip and correct your swing 
poses. 

■ This makes two smacking 
sounds to identify the correct 
impact and finishing. 

■ This is a small portable 
swing tool for indoor practice. 

■ You may take the optimal 
swing poses and maintain 
muscular power after 20-30 
times of swing trainings before 
rounding the golf course. 

1 Adress position

2 Backswing

3 Downswing

4 Release

5 Follow through

54

Jonathan Taylor Fellow of  
the English PGA and G1 Class 
Professional of the German PGA. 
www.swing-simply.com
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This is a new concept 
for a portable swing 
tool that doubles 
the swing effect by 
lengthening the 
shaft by 1.5 times. 
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190103 Daiya Tomahawk Neo Tee

3 long tees (41 mm) and 6 short tees (13 mm / 6 mm).

10,95 Euro 

The perfect Tee for hard ground and putting mats. 

The Daiya Aero Spark Tee and the Tomahawk Neo Tee are great 
all year tees even for cold weather, frozen grounds as well as for  
indoor training on golf mats. The flexible body allows for tee 
to stay on top of the ground without having to push into the 
ground. 

New: Daiya Tees

■  Free-standing tee has much less resist-
ance on impact for easy follow through. 

■  Long tee can be trimmed from maxi-
mum ball height of 1-5/8 inch to your 
favorite height for large head clubs.

■  Short tee height can be either 13 mm 
or 6 mm by placing face up or down.

■  Free-standing tee is easy to use on 
hard, frozen or artificial grass tees.

Tomahawk Neo Tee and Aero Spark Tee were awarded 
2006 in Japan with the Good Design Award.

Tomahawk Neo

41
mm

mm

13

Features:

6

mm
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190104  
Daiya Aero Spark Tee

3 flexible tees,  
total length 84 mm.

9,95 Euro

■ The ball will fly further and straighter

■  The tees stay in the same place –  
no longer looking for your tees.

■ Reduces ball spin by 20 %.

■ Conforms with USGA, R&A rules.

GolfAero Spark

This high performance tee minimizes 
friction and ball spin.

39 mm

45 mm



The new Tee Holder by Daiya Golf  
are absolutely funny.

Four different styles are available in various colours.  
The perfect gift for the golfer who has already everything.

Easy to clip with Carabiner to belt loop, golf bag,  
or even push cart
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Tee Holder



Daiya Tee Holder

Silicone half shape with strong Carabiner made of metal 13.90 Euro

Skull  
holds 3 Tees 
190202 White 
190225 Pink

Bear  
holds 2 Tees 
190314 Blue 
190325 Pink

Lizard  
holds 2 Tees 
190525 Pink 

Fish  
holds 3 Tees 
190614 Blue 
190625 Pink
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Stable not Sticky!
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DAIYA Finger Bra stabilizes as a 
tape without sticking. You can 
use the Finger Bra to stabilize 
or to prevent from calluses and 
blisters.

■  Suitable for right or left hand 
fingers. 

■  Prevents the need for taping 
of fingers. 

■  Improves grip and reduces 
skin abrasions and blisters. 

■  Reinforced »V« cut for ease of 
knuckle movement.

Daiya Finger Bras

Material: knit (polyester/polyurethane),  
synthetic leather (nylon/polyurethane), 
designed and manufactured in Japan.

9.90 Euro

190701 Black, Size M and L 
190705 Grey, Size M and L 
190802 Lady Pink, Size M 
190801 Lady Pink/Black, Size M 
190800 Lady Pink/White, Size M



Score counting made easy!
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The new Daiya One Reset Counter is one of the lightest and 
most compact sore counters in the world. Designed and 
manufactured in Japan. The clip on the back makes it very easy 
to attach the One Reset Counter to your glove, belt or golf bag.

Its operation is very simple, so that you can concentrate  
on your game. Counts up to 12 strokes and resets  
to »zero« with just one touch.
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Daya One Touch  
Score Counter

With clip, plastics,  
Ø 30 mm, designed and  
manufactured in Japan.

13.90 Euro

190901 Black 
190902 White 
190906 Red 
190925 Pink 
190991 Silver-Chrome 
190992 Gold
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10160 Ball Pick-Up

16.95 Euro

Never bend down again because  
of a golf ball! Give your joints, back,  
hip and knees a break. 

The Nickel Ball Pick Up is not only designed to merge with the 
putter grip and to be extremely stylish. It also convinces by 
outmost stability and suits on every standard putter grip. And 
in every golf bag, if you know what we mean … Besides, this 
Ball Pick Up can be fixed quite easily – without the need to drill 
a hole – with three screws. 

Handling Nickel Ball Pick Up is very easy, too. It is flipped open 
with the thumb like a lighter and can be closed again as simply 
with the hand. Now there is no more reason to bend down and 
stress your back just in order to get your golf ball out of the 
hole.

Stop Stooping!

best-service 24 GmbH & Co. KG 
Innere Simbacher Straße 10 – 12 • D-84347 Pfarrkirchen 
Phone +49 (0) 85 61 - 91 22 55 • Fax +49 (0) 85 61 - 91 22 91 
www.best-service24.de


